Are you ready for the
digital transformation
of your marketing and
sales function?

Building a
Digital
Footprint for
your Business
that Supports
your Sales Goals
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marie@marketingcopilot.com
416-436-7931

It’s not a matter of doing stuff online – it’s
whether the activity supports your customers
in their buyer journey.
COMMON CHALLENGES
•

The content on your website does not reflect the value or breadth of the business.

•

You enjoy strong market share, but the market has changed and no lead nurturing
programs to keep in touch in between sales.

•

Marketing information is not tracked in a meaningful that way that can be analyzed against
the sales pipeline.

•

Transactional selling doesn’t work in today’s “buyer in control” environment and company
needs content and marketing that aids the buying journey.

OPPORTUNITIES
•

Changes in how people go to market present new opportunities to get in front of people in
non-traditional ways (Online versus trade shows and sales reps calling).

•

Selling today is about educating rather than “selling” and blasting out product information.

•

People have an opportunity to engage in a more meaningful way using content to engage,
educate and start the sales dialogue.

Building a Marketing Engine that drives
Long-term Strategic Value

OLD MODEL
Silos and Guessing…

NEW MODEL
Buyer in control and ASSISTED
by Marketing and Sales

Define Message and
Conversion Strategy
1

THE MARKETING COPILOT METHODOLOGY

TIME FRAME & TEAM COMMITMENT
Six weeks to complete. Requires collaborative effort with client. Roughly three
hours weekly of management team time.

The Marketing CoPilot Methodology
PROCESS
1.

The right value proposition and themes based on specific requirements of the ideal
customer and why they buy something.

2.

Core message leads to buyer persona development including buyer map of
how someone buys a solution.

3.

Buyer map is used to create content strategy of what content is required to bring a
prospect or current customer into the online lead scoring process.

4.

Keyword research is conducted to understand volume, competitiveness and convertibility
of content concepts to bring people into the content strategy.

5.

Elements 1 thru 4 are used to create a conversion strategy that is mapped to a company’s
digital footprint (website, email, social, SEO, SEM, etc.) and tracked via marketing
automation.

RESULTS
•

Marketing strategy aligned with sales process.

•

Better quality lead management to lower the cost of sales.

•

Make marketing more effective.

•

Achieve digital transformation of the marketing function and meet buyers
on their terms.

Engine Development
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BUILD LEAD COLLECTION TOOLS

Build new site or enhance current website with customer-centric keyword strategy
applied and new onsite conversion points to test via content and landing pages
mapped into marketing automation tool.

TIME FRAME
On average 60 to 90 days to deliver weeks depending on depth of content
required and scope of website work. Will require a point person to be assigned
by the client to work with our project manager to deliver enhanced online tools.

Monthly Execution Support
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EXECUTING LEAD GENERATION & LEAD MANAGEMENT

We suggest at minimum a six month digital marketing management program to test
and evolve new content strategy.

Grow the Program with Digital
Transformation of the Marketing Function
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EXECUTE MARKETING AUTOMATION

TIME FRAME & TEAM COMMITMENT
We assess a company’s current marketing program to determine when to introduce marketing
automation. You may have a current system but no strategy or you are just starting out with MA
and have no systems. Our methodology assists before execution and this phase depends on your
marketing level. An MA tool usually requires an in-house marketing person to help run and
manage to get the full benefit.

Why go through this process?
BENEFITS
•

Our action-focused Digital Marketing Strategy process creates alignment
between Marketing and Sales activities.

•

Developing Buyer Personas for a company’s buyers will help develop a deeper
understanding of how to approach customers and prospects with value-add
content, not just product information.

•

Building a website based on Marketing CoPilot’s strategic process ensures that
all content is relevant and valuable to the lead generation and lead nurturing
process.

•

Identifying educational opportunities before beginning website development
helps create well-defined conversion points that drive qualified prospects for
your salespeople.

About Marketing CoPilot
Marketing CoPilot is an award-winning, certified, inbound marketing agency
committed to helping B2B companies be more competitive and better positioned
online to improve lead generation and lead management for the sales teams. We
show people how to compete/position themselves online through the Marketing
CoPilot MethodologyTM: Value Proposition Development + Buyer Persona Mapping +
Content Strategy & Keyword Research = Demand Generation.
Over the last 10 years, Marketing CoPilot has helped hundreds of companies turn
their websites into lead generation and sales machines. Marketing CoPilot coaches
clients about how to navigate the dramatic shift in marketing caused by
overwhelmed buyers having too much choice and too little time. Marketing CoPilot
helps B2B companies in the technology, professional services and industrial sectors
achieve digital transformation of their marketing and demand generation functions.
Founder Marie Wiese addresses digital transformation in her latest book,
You Can’t Be Everywhere, which won a Gold Medal in the 2017 International Stevie
Awards for Best Business Book of the Year.

CONTACT US TODAY
MarketingCoPilot.com
416-436-7931
info@marketingcopilot.com
Linkedin.com/company/marketing-copilot

